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Abstract. In this work, we propose an efficient and effective method to recog-
nize human actions based on the estimated 3D positions of skeletal joints in tem-
poral sequences of depth maps. First, the body skeleton is decomposed in a set of
kinematic chains, and the position of each joint is expressed in a locally defined
reference system, which makes the coordinates invariant to body translations and
rotations. A multi-part bag-of-poses approach is then defined, which permits the
separate alignment of body parts through a nearest-neighbor classification. Ex-
periments conducted on the MSR Daily Activity dataset show promising results.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the use of RGB-D map sequences (sequences of synchronized and aligned
RGB and depth images) is receiving an increasing attention in various applications, in-
cluding recognition of human actions and gestures [2], human pose reconstruction and
estimation [10,1,5], scene flow estimation [6], face super-resolution [3]. Approaches
proposed for recognition of human actions and gestures are relevant in very different
domains ranging from biomedicine (e.g., monitoring and analysis of patient movements
for supervised rehabilitation), to video-surveillance and social behavior analysis (e.g.,
indicators of shame and embarrassment based on human gestures) [11]). These ap-
proaches can be grouped into three main categories: skeleton based, that estimate the
positions of a set of joints in the human skeleton from the depth map, and then model
the pose of the human body in subsequent frames of a sequence using the position and
the relations between joints; depth map based, that extract volumetric and temporal
features from the overall set of points of the depth maps in a sequence; and hybrid so-
lutions, which combine information extracted from both the joints of the skeleton and
the depth maps.

Skeleton based approaches have become popular thanks to the work of Shotton et
al. [10], where a real-time method is defined to accurately predict 3D positions of 16
body joints in individual depth map without using any temporal information. Relying
on the joints location provided by Kinect, in [13] an approach for human action recog-
nition is proposed, which computes histograms of the locations of 12 3D joints as a
compact representation of postures. The histograms computed from the action depth
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sequences are then projected using LDA and clustered into k posture visual words,
which represent the prototypical poses of actions. The temporal evolutions of those vi-
sual words are modeled by discrete HMMs. Results were provided on the Microsoft
Research (MSR) Action3D dataset [7]. In [14], human actions recognition is obtained
by extracting pair-wise differences of joint positions in the current frame, between the
current and the preceding frame, and between the current frame and the initial frame of
the sequence (assumed as neutral). PCA is then used to reduce redundancy and noise in
the feature and to obtain a compact EigenJoints representation for each frame. Finally,
a naı̈ve-Bayes nearest-neighbor classifier is used for multi-class action classification on
the MSR Action3D dataset. With respect to the other classes of approaches, skeleton
based solutions have the main merit in being simple and efficient, which is of paramount
importance in real-time action recognition.

In this work, we propose a skeleton based solution for human action recognition
from sequences of depth maps acquired with a Kinect camera. The key idea of our
approach is to use joint positions to align multiple-parts of the human body using a bag-
of-poses solution applied in a nearest-neighbor framework. We develop on the human
body representation model proposed in [9], which is based on four kinematic chains.
The coordinates of each joint in a chain are expressed in a local reference system, which
is defined at the preceding joint. In this way, the coordinates are invariant to translation
and rotation of the body, and each part of the body is modeled separately, to allow each
part to be aligned independently. Hence, if the full body feature is noisy, the classifier
can still obtain a strong score by aligning sub-parts of the body. Experimental results
evidence competitive results in comparison to existing skeleton based solutions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, the proposed skeletal rep-
resentation of the human body is described. This representation is then exploited in a
multi-part nearest-neighbor classifier to perform action classification, as discussed in
Sect. 3. Results obtained using the proposed framework on the MSR Daily Action 3D
dataset are reported in Sect. 4. Finally, discussion and conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.

2 Skeletal Representation

The proposed action recognition system relies on a skeletal based representation of the
human body. This is provided by the Kinect platform that outputs a wireframe skeleton
at a rate of 30 fps for each human body recognized in the acquired RGB-D datastream.
Each skeleton part — forearm, upper arm, torso, head, etc. — is modelled as a rigid
body. The position of the skeleton joints are provided as (x, y, z) coordinates in an
absolute reference system that places the Kinect device at the origin with the positive
z-axis extending in the direction in which the device is pointed, the positive y-axis
extending upward, and the positive x-axis extending to the left. However, this absolute
representation is highly inefficient and redundant since the coordinates of joints are
mutually correlated. A much more convenient and generally adopted solution models
the movements of the human body using kinematic chains, the root of the kinematic
tree being the torso (base body) and the position of each joint being expressed relative
to its parent joint. We adopt the same representation model proposed in [9] and assume
the relative position of joints of the human torso — composed of the left and right
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shoulders, the base of the neck and the left and right hips — does not change over time.
Thus, the entire torso is modeled as a rigid part and the remaining joints are classified
into first and second degree joints. The first degree joints are those adjacent to the torso:
the elbows and the knees. The second degree joints are the children of the first degree
joints in the four kinematic chains: the wrists and the feet.

The position of each first degree joint is expressed in a coordinate system which
is derived from the torso frame. This is a 3D orthonormal basis {u, r, t} resulting
from the PCA of the positions of the torso joints. The torso frame is translated so as
to express the coordinates of the first degree joints (see Fig. 1). Coordinates [u, r, t]0
of the left elbow joint are expressed in the torso frame coordinate system translated
so as to center the origin at the left shoulder joint. Coordinates [u, r, t]1 of the left
knee joint are expressed in the torso frame coordinate system translated so as to center
the origin at the left hip joint. Similarly, coordinates of the right elbow and knee are
expressed in a torso frame coordinate system centered at the right shoulder and hip,
respectively: [u, r, t]3 and [u, r, t]2. It should be noticed that this solution differs from
the one proposed in [9] where two angular variables are used to represent the first degree
joints in polar coordinates. Differently, we represent the coordinates of the first degree
joints in Cartesian coordinates [u, r, t], which makes the representation system immune
to the well known “gimbal lock” problem.
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Fig. 1. The body skeleton and the first and second degree coordinate systems

The position of each second degree joint is expressed in a coordinate system that is
derived from the coordinate system used to represent the position of its parent joint.
Given a second degree joint, the {u, r, t} system with origin centered at the root of
its kinematic chain is rotated and translated so as to center its origin at the parent first
degree joint. The applied rotation is such that the direction of r matches the direction
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of the link between the root of the kinematic chain and the parent first degree joint. In
this way, four new coordinate systems [u, r, t]k, k = 4, . . . , 7 are created with origin
at the left elbow, left knee, right knee and right elbow, respectively (see Fig. 1). Based
on this representation system, a generic body pose is represented by a 24-dimensional
feature vector h = [u0, r0, t0, . . . , u7, r7, t7] measuring the coordinates of the first and
second degree joints in their coordinate systems. All of the vectors vj = [uj, rj , tj ] are
L2-normalized in order to obtain robustness to the body size of different people and to
the noise in estimating 3D joint position due to distance from the sensor.

3 Action Classification

State of the art methods for image classification are based on parametric classifiers, like
SVM, Boosting, etc., which require an intensive learning/training stage. In contrast,
non-parametric Nearest-Neighbor (NN) based classifiers have some favorable proper-
ties [4]: Naturally deal with a large number of classes; Avoid the overfitting problem;
Do not require parameters learning.

Following this idea, in our approach a Naı̈ve-Bayes Nearest-Neighbor (NBNN) clas-
sifier is applied for action recognition. For each frame in a sequence of depth maps, a
feature vector is computed and used without quantization as frame descriptor, as de-
tailed in Sect. 2. Considering M classes of actions to be recognized Ck, k = 1, . . . ,M ,
a number of labelled sequences per class is used as “training” set. Actually, this step
does not include any learning/training of parameters, but the frame descriptors of these
labelled sequences just serve as prototypes of a class.

According to this, given a depth frame fi of a query sequence and its descriptor hi,
for each class Ck the training frame is searched which minimizes the distance:

dCk

i = ‖hi −NNCk(hi)‖2, (1)

where NNCk
(hi) is the NN-descriptor of hi in the training frames of class Ck. Re-

peating this step for each frame fi, i = 1, . . . , S of the query sequence, a set of M
class-reconstructed sequences are derived, each comprising the NN-frames in the class
Ck. Based on the distance between a query frame descriptor and its NN-frame descrip-
tor, a goodness value is then associated to each of the class-reconstructed sequences:

GCk =
1

S

S∑

i=1

gCk

i =
1

S

S∑

i=1

exp(dCk

i /σ2). (2)

3.1 Weak Temporal Alignment of Bag of Poses

The goodness value computed between two sequences does not account for their tem-
poral ordering. Due to this, frames in the class-reconstructed sequences could have a
meaningless temporal ordering when compared to the query sequence. So, in order to
account for the temporal correlation between two sequences, we found beneficial to add
an extra feature to the feature vector obtaining h =

[
u0 r0 t0, . . . , u7 r7 t7, β

s
S

]
, where

s is the frame index and S is the sequence length in frames. The constant β ensures that
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Fig. 2. Weak alignment between query (top) and (bottom) reconstructed sequence from the correct
class with the normalized time-stamps

the weight of the temporal feature is not discarded because of the high dimensionality
of the vector and it is selected by cross-validation. To encode short time temporal rela-
tionships, we also add to vector h temporal derivatives [duj drj dtj ]. The final feature
set is h =

[
u0 r0 t0, du0 dr0 dt0, . . . , β

s
S

]
. Adding the normalized timestampe β s

S
makes frame in the same relative position in a sequence closer; this perform a weak
alignment of sequences.

For efficiency reasons, the frame descriptors of the training sequences of a class are
stored in a KD-tree (a total of M trees are constructed). Using a KD-tree, the class-
reconstructed sequence of a query with S frames is constructed with S searches, each
search having a logarithmic cost in the number of frames in the tree. As it can be ob-
served in Fig. 2, our approach performs an implicit sequence-to-class alignment pro-
cedure picking for each query frame the best exemplar without taking into account the
sequence, but only the relative positioning. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) instead,
performs a sequence-to-sequence alignment; thus our method can leverage a lot more
data since virtually any combination of frames from a class can be used to reconstruct
the query sequence.

3.2 Multi-part Models

Following the approach proposed in [12] based on learning relevant depth and joint
features for each action class, we improve our model by combining multiple local body
descriptors computed hierarchically. Let δp be a binary vector representing a selector for
part p, that picks a subset of the features such that δp ◦ h =

[
up rp tp, β

s
S

]
; we simply

zero all features except the one not belonging to the part and the normalized frame. To
define a higher order feature it is sufficient to OR two selectors: δLA = δLE ∨ δLH ,
where LA, LE and LH indicate the left arm, elbow and hand, respectively. The legs,
torso and lower body selector can be obtained as such. This procedure also applies to
derivatives separately. For a multi-part model the NBNN classifier becomes:

CNBNN = argmax
Ck

1

S

∑

p∈P

S∑

i=1

exp
(‖δp ◦ hi −NNCk(δp ◦ hi)‖2/σ2

p

)
, (3)
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given a set of parts P . We estimate the σp value as:

σp =
1

S(S − 1)/2

∑

i∈D

∑

j∈D

‖δp ◦ hi − δp ◦ hj‖, ∀i < j ∈ D, (4)

with a sample of the training data D. The value σp is fixed for each part and does not
depend on the category. The same approach is used to tune the σ in (3). Note that we are
not learning the feature representation, but the key idea is to align separately meaningful
body parts by seeking the best sequence able to independently align the sub-parts. As
an example, if the full body feature is noisy, the classifier can still obtain a strong score
from aligning the torso or the arms in actions such as drinking or eating.

4 Experimental Results

The proposed method has been evaluated on the Microsoft Research (MSR) Daily Ac-
tivity 3D dataset [12]. Results scored by our approach on this benchmark were also
compared against those reported by state of the art solutions on the same benchmark.

The Daily Activity 3D dataset was captured at MSR using a Kinect device [12].
There are 16 activities: drink, eat, read book, call cellphone, write on a paper, use
laptop, use vacuum cleaner, cheer up, sit still, toss paper, play game, lie down on sofa,
walk, play guitar, stand up, sit down. There are 10 subjects in the dataset. Each subject
performs each activity twice, once in “standing” position, and once in “sitting on sofa”
position. The total number of the activity samples is 16 × 2 × 10 = 320. This dataset
has been designed to cover humans daily activities in a living room. As a consequence,
when the user stands close to the sofa or sits on the sofa, the 3D joint positions extracted
by the skeleton tracker are very noisy. In addition, most of the activities involve humans-
object interactions, thus making this dataset quite challenging.

Experiments have been conducted using a cross-actor training/testing setup. Specif-
ically, we left out each actor from the training set and repeated an experiment for each
of them (leave-one-actor-out). The confusion matrix obtained using the multi-part vari-
ant of our approach is reported on Fig. 3. It can be noted as the most critical actions
to classify correspond to the cases where subjects interact with external objects, rather
than to pose variations alone. Our algorithm occupy a very tiny time-slot (<10 ms) with
respect to the user detection and tracking. For a single user, our system runs at 20 fps
on standard hardware.

4.1 Comparative Evaluation

Results of a comparative analysis of the proposed approach to alternative solutions are
reported on Table 1. The first investigation aims to evidence accuracies obtained by
using the different variants of our solution. In particular, in the Table we indicate our
base solution with “NBNN”, its variants adding separately time and parts as, respec-
tively, “NBNN+parts” and “NBNN+time,” and the solution which accounts for time
and parts together as “NBNN+parts+time”. Results obtained on the DailyActivity3D
datasets show that the “time” feature is as relevant as the part based modeling in im-
proving the performance of the NBNN base approach; both cues combined together
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Fig. 3. MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset: Confusion matrix

yield state of the art results. On the MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset, we also compared
our approach with the solutions obtained with [8] and [12] reported in [12]. The solu-
tion in [8] uses Dynamic Temporal Warping (DTW) to match the 3D joint positions to a
template, and action recognition can be done through a NN-classification method. The
method in [12], instead, uses the estimated 3D joint positions and a Local Occupancy
Pattern as local feature for human body representation. Since our method only exploits
the joints positions, for a fair comparison in the Table we report the results of [12]
obtained only using the joints positions, as given by the authors. On the MSR Daily
Activity, we can observe a diffused confusion in the upper left quadrant of the confu-
sion matrix relative to {drink, eat, call, eat, write}. Also, since we are not employing
features other than the joints representation, our approach has not very high accuracy
on actions mainly defined by the presence of an object, like vacuum, laptop, read or
write.

In Tab. 2 we also report the accuracy scored by individual body parts. In particular,
“ubody” and “lbody” include, respectively, joints in the arms and joints in the legs, with
“dubody” and “dlbody” indicating the differential features computes on the “ubody”
and “lbody” parts. The rightmost columns report the accuracy resulting by combin-
ing together all the parts and their differential components (all parts), and that of the
complete approach that also explicitly includes the temporal feature (all parts+time).
From the Table, it can be observed as for some actions, like lay or walk, the lower part
of the body provides more accuracy, whereas for other actions, like cheer, read and
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Table 1. Recognition accuracy comparison. For the method in [12], results obtained using only
the joints position are reported

Method MSR Daily

NBNN + parts + time 0.70
NBNN + time 0.62
NBNN + parts 0.60
NBNN 0.53

Actionlets [12] 0.68
DTW [8] 0.54

guitar, is the upper part to provide significantly better results. Noticeably, in some cases
(bold-underlined in the table) individual parts perform better than their combination.

Finally, in Fig. 4 we report the variation of the recognition accuracy as a function of
the β parameter, which weights the mutual relevance of the spatial and temporal com-
ponent in the feature vector (Sect. 3.1). Values are reported for both the cases in which
the parts are used or not. The accuracy gain using the temporal cue can be appreciated.
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Fig. 4. Recognition accuracy as a function of β (for β = 0 no temporal information is used)

5 Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a method for human action recognition, which is based on
weakly aligning the 3D coordinates of joints in multiple parts of the skeleton. First, four
kinematic chains, each modeling a limb of the human body are defined, then the 3D co-
ordinates of each joint in a chain are expressed in a locally defined reference system,
which permits coordinates invariance with respect to rotations and translations. The co-
ordinates of the joints, the temporal derivatives of the coordinates as well as a temporal
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Table 2. Accuracy per class and body part (in bold the best part accuracy). In some cases (under-
lined values), the best part accuracy is better than the accuracy scored by all the parts+time

ubody lbody dubody dlbody all parts all parts + time

drink 0.65 0.20 0.60 0.30 0.65 0.70
eat 0.55 0.15 0.35 0.30 0.60 0.60
read 0.60 0.30 0.70 0.25 0.45 0.60
call 0.40 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.30 0.55
write 0.60 0.40 0.25 0.05 0.45 0.55
laptop 0.25 0.40 0.00 0.15 0.50 0.60
vacuum 0.40 0.45 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.40
cheer 0.95 0.35 1.00 0.40 0.95 0.95
still 0.40 0.10 0.65 0.45 0.55 0.60
toss 0.45 0.00 0.35 0.05 0.45 0.50
game 0.70 0.45 0.25 0.05 0.70 0.80
lay 0.80 0.90 0.80 0.80 0.70 0.85
walk 0.55 0.75 0.45 0.90 0.70 0.85
guitar 0.85 0.10 0.20 0.00 0.70 0.85
standup 0.60 0.70 0.50 0.65 0.70 0.90
sitdown 0.50 0.70 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.85

mean 0.58 0.38 0.42 0.34 0.60 0.70

feature are used as feature vector representing the human body in each frame. In order to
make the approach robust to noise, a part based solution has been also deployed, which
permits alignment of sub-sets of the joints. A sequence-to-class nearest-neighbor clas-
sifier has been used to score the similarity of a query action. Experiments carried out
on a benchmark dataset support the applicability of the proposed solution, also showing
competitive performance when compared to other skeletal- based solutions.
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